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Spontaneous imbibition dynamics in two-dimensional porous media: a1

generalized interacting multi-capillary model2
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3
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The capillary bundle model, wherein the flow dynamics of a porous medium is predicted from that of a bundle of7

independent cylindrical tubes/capillaries whose radii are distributed according to the medium’s pore size distribution,8

has been used extensively. But, as it lacks interaction between the flow channels, this model fails at predicting complex9

flow configuration, including those involving two-phase flow. We propose here to predict spontaneous imbibition in10

quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) porous media from a model based on a planar bundle of interacting capillaries. The11

imbibition flow dynamics, and in particular, the breakthrough time, the global wetting fluid saturation at breakthrough,12

and which capillary carries the leading meniscus, are governed by the distribution of the capillaries’ radii and their13

spatial arrangement. For an interacting capillary system consisting of 20 capillaries, the breakthrough time can be14

39% smaller than that predicted by the classic, non-interacting, capillary bundle model of identical capillary radii15

distribution, depending on the spatial arrangement of the capillaries. We propose a stochastic approach to use this16

model of interacting capillaries for quantitative predictions. Comparing bundles of interacting capillaries with the17

same capillary diameter distribution as that of the pore sizes in the target porous medium, and computing the average18

behavior of a randomly-chosen samples of such interacting capillary bundles with different spatial arrangements, we19

obtain predictions of the position in time of the bulk saturating front, and of that of the leading visible leading front, that20

agree well with measurements taken from the literature. This semi-analytical model is very quick to run and could be21

useful to provide fast predictions on one-dimensional spontaneous imbibition in porous media whose porosity structure22

can reasonably be considered two-dimensional, e.g., paper, thin porous media in general, or layered aquifers.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

When a wetting fluid is placed in contact with a porous25

medium, the fluid spontaneously imbibes into the pore26

space due to capillary suction. Such spontaneous imbibi-27

tion in the porous matrix is crucial for applications such28

as oil recovery from reservoirs1–3, Paper Analytic Devices29

(µPADs)4,5, textiles6, inkjet printing7,8, microfluidics9–13,30

lab-on-chip devices14,15, point-of-care diagnostics16,17, Poly-31

mer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)18,19, micro32

heat pipes20,21, in understanding the motion of blood cells22
33

and in the design of bio-inspired drainage and ventilation34

systems23. Capillary driven imbibition in a homogeneous35

porous medium follows diffusive dynamics, where the imbi-36

bition length is proportional to the square root of time24–26.37

This kind of dynamics was first characterized by Lucas27 and38

Washburn28 for a horizontal cylindrical capillary tube: during39

the spontaneous imbibition of a wetting fluid of viscosity µ in40

a tube of radius r, the imbibition length (which here is sim-41

ply the longitudinal position of the meniscus along the tube)42

is given by43

l =

√
rσ cosθw

2µ
t, (1)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient and θw is the wet-44

ting angle of the invading fluid on the tube’s wall. In Eq. (1),45

the prefactor of the
√

t law is proportional to
√

r, which im-46

plies that at any given time the meniscus will have advanced47

a)Electronic mail: jyoti.phirani@strath.ac.uk

more along a capillary of larger radius than along one of48

smaller radius. Later, the phenomenon of imbibition in a sin-49

gle pore/tube was observed to be strongly dependent on the50

geometries of the capillaries29–40.51

Due to the similarity in the macroscopic laws describing52

the time evolution of the imbibition length between imbibition53

in a capillary tube and imbibition in a homogeneous porous54

medium, the capillary bundle model, considering a bundle of55

non-interacting capillaries of different radii, is classically con-56

sidered as a proxy for porous media, in particular, soils41–44.57

However, in a naturally occurring porous medium, the pores58

are of various shapes and sizes, and are interconnected45,46. In59

a quasi-two-dimensional (2D) porous medium such as paper,60

Bico and Quéré47 showed that there are two imbibing fronts,61

a leading front in the small pores and a bulk saturating front62

which lags behind, which is contradictory to the predictions63

of the classic bundle of (non-interacting) capillaries, where64

the pores with larger radii have the leading front during imbi-65

bition.66

The model geometry consisting of interacting capillaries67

(i.e., a capillary bundle where an opening allowing fluid ex-68

change exists between adjacent capillairies, see e.g. Ref.55)69

accounts for the effect of the interaction between pores on70

the pore scale flow dynamics, which in turn affects the Darcy71

scale flows in porous media48–55. In a system of two inter-72

acting capillaries, the imbibition in the capillary of smaller73

radius is found to be faster than that in the one of larger ra-74

dius, unlike the behavior suggested by Eq. (1). However, a75

majority of these models were limited to predicting the im-76

bibition dynamics in an ordered arrangement of pores or in77

two and three interacting capillary systems. For a system con-78

sisting of three interacting non-cylindrical capillaries, Unsal79
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et al.56–58 showed experimentally that the imbibition speed is80

fastest in the capillary of least effective radius. On the con-81

trary, Ashraf et al.55, using a one-dimensional lubrication ap-82

proximation model and considering a system of three inter-83

acting cylindrical capillaries, showed that imbibition is not al-84

ways fastest in the capillary of smallest radius. Furthermore,85

both these studies55,56 showed that, for three capillary sys-86

tems, the random positioning of the capillaries strongly im-87

pacts the invasion behaviour. But how the interconnection88

between capillaries impacts the overall imbibition dynamics89

is far from being fully understood in the general case of a90

larger number of tubes. Consequently, interacting capillary91

systems, despite having a complexity which is intermediate92

between that of the classical bundle of non-interacting capil-93

laries, have so far not been used to predict the generalized im-94

bibition phenomenon observed in porous media consisting of95

several pores of irregular sizes and varying connectivity. To96

this aim, more complex models have been introduced since,97

based on pore-network geometries inferred from a geometri-98

cal analysis of the porous medium in which imbibition is to99

be investigated59–61. We will present here a model of inter-100

mediate complexity between those early interacting-capillary101

models and pore network models. Note that in many practi-102

cal cases, the detailed porous structure is not known, and only103

an estimate of the pore size distribution is available; in such104

cases a pore network model cannot be applied without mak-105

ing assumptions on the unknown structure, whereas the model106

presented here can be applied directly.107

We thus propose a generalized one-dimensional model to108

predict spontaneous imbibition in a capillary bundle consist-109

ing of any number of randomly arranged cylindrical tubes that110

interact with each other, with any arbitrary distribution of the111

capillaries’ radii. The model generalizes the study by Ashraf112

et al.,55 for systems of two and three interacting capillaries,113

to an arbitrary number of interacting capillaries. It is meant114

to model spontaneous imbibition in quasi-2D porous media115

for which the pore size distribution is known. The model is116

inspired from a model developed to tackle spontaneous imbi-117

bition in stratified geological porous media62. The two mod-118

els are formally very similar to each other, but, due to the119

difference in geometries (flat layers for the stratified geolog-120

ical formation, cylindrical tubes in the present model), the121

equations are not identical. More importantly, the two stud-122

ies differ widely in that the relative positioning of the lay-123

ers in a geological medium is given, whereas, for a quasi-2D124

porous medium whose pore size distribution is known, the125

relative positioning of connected capillaries of different di-126

ameters within the 2D bundle that can predict the medium’s127

behavior is not known a priori. Here, we explain the under-128

lying physical phenomena causing the menisci to advance at129

different rates in the different capillaries, and demonstrate that130

both the spatial arrangement of the interacting capillaries, and,131

for a given arrangement, the contrasts in the capillaries’ radii132

(i.e., their ratios), are crucial in predicting the imbibition dy-133

namics. In contrast to the standard (non-interacting) capillary134

bundle, this model provides predictions that are qualitatively135

consistent with the phenomenology of spontaneous imbibi-136

tion in real (quasi-)two-dimensional (2D) porous media. In137

particular, this model correctly predicts that the smaller pores138

carry the leading front, while the larger pores carry the lag-139

ging saturating front responsible for the mass uptake of fluid140

in the porous medium, as measured in a paper-based porous141

medium47. Furthermore, we provide a successful quantitative142

comparison between the measurements of Bico & Quéré on143

the leading and lagging imbibition fronts to predictions of the144

model obtained using a stochastic approach: the predicted be-145

havior is the average of those obtained for all possible spatial146

organizations of the capillaries’ diameter distribution. Though147

less accurate than fully numerical (and much more compli-148

cated) pore network models, this semi-analytical model has149

the advantage of running within seconds on any computer.150

The presentation is organized as follows. We first review151

the model by Ashraf et al.,55 (section II A). We then pro-152

ceed to extend it to a system consisting of 4 interacting cap-153

illaries (section II B), before presenting the generalized one-154

dimensional model predicting spontaneous imbibition in an155

interacting multi-capillary system (section II C). We then ex-156

amine the imbibition dynamics in a system of four interacting157

capillaries (section III A) and in a similar system consisting of158

20 capillaries (section III B). In the discussion, we first com-159

pare the predictions of our model to those of the classic, non-160

interacting, capillary bundle (section III C 1), and, finally, con-161

front its predictions of the leading and lagging fronts in a real162

quasi-2D porous medium from the literature to the published163

experimental measurements (section III C 2). Section IV con-164

tains a summary of the work and conclusive remarks, and dis-165

cusses prospects to this study.166

II. MODELS167

A. Capillary imbibition in interacting capillaries168

Using the capillary system shown in Fig. 1, Ashraf et al.,55
169

used volume of fluid63 (VOF) two-phase flow simulations to170

study spontaneous imbibition in a bundle of two or three inter-171

acting capillaries. These CFD (computational fluid dynamics)172

calculations provided the entire pressure and velocity fields173

inside the connected capillaries. They showed that (1) the in-174

vading wetting fluid transfers between two adjacent capillar-175

ies from the capillary of larger radius to that of smaller radius,176

but this transfer occurs only in the immediate vicinity of the177

(less advanced) meniscus of the capillary of larger radius; (2)178

that everywhere else (that is, everywhere except in the vicinity179

of that meniscus), the flow in the capillaries is not perturbed180

by the transfer of fluid between the capillaries; and (3) that,181

consequently, the pressure can be considered uniform over all182

transverse sections of the capillary system where both capil-183

laries are filled with the same fluid, since no flow occurs along184

the transverse direction (if one neglects the small regions in185

the vicinity of the less advanced meniscus). These findings186

(1-3) served as basic assumptions to develop a reduced or-187

der, Washburn-like one dimensional model for a bundle of two188

and three interacting capillaries that can interact hydrodynam-189

ically with the neighbouring capillaries along their touching190

sides. The model predicted that in a bundle of two interact-191
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ing capillaries the meniscus in the capillary of smaller radius192

moves ahead of the other one during the spontaneous imbibi-193

tion, in consistency with the results of the VOF simulations.194

In this study we shall generalize the reduced order model of195

Ashraf et al.,55 to an arbitrary number of capillaries positioned196

in the same plane and interacting with their neighbours.197

( ) (�)
θw

FIG. 1. Spontaneous imbibition in two interacting capillaries, (a)
cross-sectional view, (b) lateral view showing the contact angle θw.

198

199

For a flat bundle of three interacting capillaries, the model200

of Ashraf et al.,55 showed that the distribution of radii and the201

spatial arrangement of the capillaries impact the imbibition202

behavior in the capillary system significantly. The meniscus203

in the capillary of smallest radius does not always move ahead204

of the others.205

In the following sections, we examine the dynamics of206

menisci during spontaneous imbibition in a flat bundle con-207

taining an arbitrary number of interacting capillaries. This208

generalization of the interacting capillaries’ model follows the209

model development formulations from the study of Ashraf et210

al.,62 for imbibition in stratified porous media. In a stratified211

porous medium, the contrasts in layer transmissivities and the212

relative positioning of the layers control the imbibition dy-213

namics, whereas in the present interacting capillaries bundle214

model, the positioning of the capillaries also plays a crucial215

role, but the role played by the transmissivities in the strati-216

fied medium is played by the product of the capillaries’ per-217

meabilities by their cross-sectional areas, both of which are218

controlled by the contrasts in the capillaries’ radii.219

We first describe below the one-dimensional model formu-220

lation for a system of four interacting capillaries to understand221

the underlying equations, before generalizing the model to a222

multiple-interacting capillary system.223

B. Model development for four interacting capillaries224

To predict the dynamics of spontaneous imbibition in a225

porous medium using a system of interacting capillaries, we226

need to take the arrangement of capillaries into account, un-227

like for the classic capillary bundle (sometimes called bundle-228

of-tubes) model. For a porous medium made of n interact-229

ing capillaries, there are n!/2 different arrangements. Fig.230231

2 shows a bundle of four interacting capillaries that are or-232

dered spatially according to their radii rα > rβ > rγ > rδ ; we233

call this arrangement αβγδ . The capillary pressure in tube i234

(i=α,β ,γ,δ ) is given by the Young-Laplace equation as64,65,235

Pci =
2σ cosθw

ri
, (2)

where σ is the surface tension and θw the contact angle;236

hence, Pcα < Pcβ < Pcγ < Pcδ . The corresponding imbibi-237

tion lengths in the tubes at any time t are denoted respectively238

α

β

γ
δ

��
��

��
�	




FIG. 2. Schematic showing the spontaneous imbibition in an ordered
system of four interacting capillaries. The imbibition lengths in cap-
illaries α , β , γ , δ of radii rα , rβ , rγ , rδ are denoted by zα , zβ , zγ , zδ ,
respectively. The cross section of the system of interacting capillaries
is also shown.

by zi(t). We consider the assumptions from Ashraf et al.55,239

according to which (1) the pressure equilibrates over the sec-240

tions of the capillary system that are entirely filled with the241

invading fluid, and (2) fluid transfers from a capillary having242

a larger radius to an adjacent capillary having a smaller radius243

just before the meniscus, which in the model we assume to oc-244

cur at the position of the meniscus. We show this fluid transfer245

between adjacent capillaries in the vicinity of the meniscus by246

vertical arrows in Fig. 2. We consider the interaction between247

the capillaries to be sufficiently low for the Poiseuille flow in248

each of the capillaries to be maintained. At any given time249

t, the less advanced meniscus (i.e., that for which the imbibi-250

tion length is the smallest) will be in the capillary for which251

the driving capillary pressure jump across the meniscus is the252

smallest, hence it is will be the meniscus in the α capillary.253

For z < zα(t), the pressure field must be identical in all cap-254

illaries. Similarly, the next-less-advanced meniscus is neces-255

sarily the β capillary driven by the capillary pressure Pcβ , so256

at any time t the pressure field is identical in capillaries β , γ257

and δ for zα(t)< z < zβ (t), and so forth: the pressure field is258

identical in the δ and γ capillaries for zβ (t) < z < zγ(t).The259

imbibition length in capillary δ , zδ (t) is the largest at any time260

t.261

We now consider one of the random arrangements as shown262

in the schematic of Fig. 3, where the order of arrangement263

of the capillaries is βγαδ . It was explained by Ashraf et264

al.,54 that, for a randomly-arranged interacting capillary sys-265

tem, the meniscus in the smallest radius capillary does not266

always lead. For this arrangement, depending upon the con-267

trasts in the radii, three different positionings of the menisci268

are possible as shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c). At any given269

time t, for 0 < zα(t), the pressure field is identical in all capil-270

laries, and the pressure drop from the inlet to zα(t) is Pcα . For271

z > zα(t), the imbibing fluid is continuous in the capillaries β272

and γ , since they are connected. Therefore, the pressure field273

is the same in the capillaries β and γ for zα(t)< z < zβ (t). As274

rβ > rγ (meaning that the capillary suction in β is less than275

that in γ), during the spontaneous imbibition, zβ (t)< zγ(t), at276

all times. Although the capillary δ is filled with the imbibing277

phase, the non-wetting fluid in α disconnects it from capillar-278

ies β ,γ for z > zα(t). Therefore, for z > zα(t) the pressure279

field in δ can be different from that in β ,γ . For the arrange-280

ment βγαδ shown in the schematic of Fig. 3, zα < zβ < zγ281

and zα < zδ during the imbibition process and the position of282
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FIG. 3. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting cap-
illaries with a spatial arrangement of βγαδ of the capillaries. The
imbibition lengths in capillaries α , β , γ , δ of radii rα , rβ , rγ , rδ

are zα (t), zβ (t), zγ (t), zδ (t), respectively. The schematics of the
imbibition phenomenon show the fluid transfer at menisci locations
with arrows. Fot this spatial arrangement, depending upon the con-
trasts in the capillaries’ radii, the possible orders in the invasion
lengths can be (a) zα < zβ < zγ < zδ , (b) zα < zβ < zδ < zγ and
(c) zα < zδ < zβ < zγ . The cross section of the system of interacting
capillaries is also shown for (a).

zδ (t) relative to zβ (t) and zγ(t) depends on the contrasts in the283

capillaries’ radii.284

The detailed development of the generalized one-285

dimensional model for this system of four interacting capil-286

laries with arrangement βγαδ is described in Appendix A.287

The pressure drop across each of the sections is determined288

individually, i.e., for sections (I) 0 < z < zα , (II) zα < z < zβ ,289

(III) zβ < z < zγ , and (IV) zα < z < zδ . As spontaneous im-290

bibition is driven by capillary forces, the sum of the pressure291

drops across all the sections of a capillary is equal to the cap-292

illary pressure of that capillary.293

Pci =

(
∑

j
Pi( j)

)
, (3)

where Pi( j) is the pressure drop across the section of index294

j = (I),(II),(III),(IV ) of the capillary of index i = α,β ,γ,δ .295

By solving the system of equations expressing (i) Darcy’s law296

in each of the capillaries, and (ii) the relations between the297

meniscii’s advancement and the fluid velocities and fluid ex-298

change between the capillaries, we obtain the equations gov-299

erning the flow in the interacting capillaries, which are,300

Pcα =
8µzα(t)

r4
α + r4

β
+ r4

γ + r4
δ

(
r2

α

dzα

dt
+ r2

β

dzβ

dt
+ r2

γ

dzγ

dt
+ r2

δ

dzδ

dt

)
,

(4)

301

Pcδ −Pcα =
8µ(zδ (t)− zα(t))

r2
δ

(
dzδ

dt

)
, (5)

302

Pcβ −Pcα =
8µ(zβ (t)− zα(t))

r4
β
+ r4

γ

(
r2

β

dzβ

dt
+ r2

γ

dzγ

dt

)
, (6)

303

Pcγ −Pcβ =
8µ(zγ(t)− zβ (t))

r2
γ

(
dzγ

dt

)
. (7)

Eqs. (4) to (7) are rendered non-dimensional by normaliz-304

ing the positions by the total capillary system’s length, L, and305

time by [8µL2/(Pcα r2
α)], thus defining the non-dimensional306

positions and times307

Zi =
zi

L
, i = α,β ,γ,δ and T =

Pcα r2
α

8µL2 t . (8)

Introducing the contrasts in radii, λi = ri/rα , and in capillary308

pressures, εi = Pci/Pcα , for i = β , γ , δ , we then obtain the309

non-dimensional form of Eqs. (4) to (7) as310

1=
Zα

1+λ 4
β
+λ 4

γ +λ 4
δ

(
dZα

dT
+λ

2
β

dZβ

dT
+λ

2
γ

dZγ

dT
+λ

2
δ

dZδ

dT

)
,

(9)311

εδ −1 =
Zδ −Zα

λ 2
δ

(
dZδ

dT

)
, (10)

312

εβ −1 =
Zβ −Zα

λ 4
β
+λ 4

γ

(
λ

2
β

dZβ

dT
+λ

2
γ

dZγ

dT

)
. (11)

313

εγ − εβ =
Zγ −Zβ

λ 2
γ

(
dZγ

dT

)
, (12)

Further assuming that the contact angle θw is the same in all314

capillaries, we have εi = 1/λi, and upon rearranging the gov-315

erning Eqs. (9) to (12) and adding them, we obtain,316

2

(
1+ ∑

i=β ,γ,δ

εiλ
4
i

)
T = Z2

α +Z2
β

λ
2
β
+Z2

γ λ
2
γ +Z2

δ
λ

2
δ
. (13)

Eq. (13) expresses that, in a system of interacting capillaries,317

the sum of the squares of the product of the non-dimensional318

radius with the non-dimensional distance invaded in all the319

capillaries is proportional to the invasion time T . For dif-320

ferent arrangements of a system of 4 interacting capillaries321

having the same contrasts in capillary radii, the total capil-322

lary suction of the system remains the same. Therefore, for323

any of the 4!/2 = 12 possible arrangements, rearranging the324

equations governing the imbibition process, and adding them,325

leads to Eq. (13). However, the velocity at which the indi-326

vidual meniscii travels in each of the tubes depends on the327

particular arrangement of the capillaries.328
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C. Generalizing the one-dimensional spontaneous imbibition329

model in the interacting capillary system330

Equation (13) is readily generalized to a system of n inter-331

acting capillaries, in the form332

2

(
n

∑
i=1

εiλ
4
i

)
T =

n

∑
i=1

ψiZi (14)

where ψi = πr2
i zi/(πr2

α L) ( j = 1,2, ...,n) is the non-333

dimensional volume imbibed in the capillary of index i.334

Eq. (14) expresses that the sum over all capillaries of335

the non-dimensional volumes times the corresponding non-336

dimensional imbibition lengths, is proportional to time. This337

can be compared to the dynamics in a bundle of non-338

interacting capillaries, for which we know that the dynam-339

ics are diffusive, i.e., for each of the capillaries, the imbibed340

length square is proportional to time.341

We note from the derivation of Eq. (13) for the system con-342

sisting of four capillaries, that each arrangement of the cap-343

illaries will have a different set of governing equations for344

menisci positions with time. This is because the knowledge345

of the arrangement is required to determine the regions of the346

capillaries across which the pressure equilibrates and the loca-347

tions of fluid transfers. Therefore, for a system of n interacting348

capillaries, we now propose an algorithm which can determine349

the imbibition behaviour in the bundle of interacting capillar-350

ies and form the governing equations for a generalized model351

of such systems of n interacting capillaries. A MATLAB pro-352

gram has been written to implement this algorithm and obtain353

the advancement of the menisci, zl(t), where l = 1,2,3, ...,n,354

as a function of time. The step-by-step procedure is described355

in detail in Appendix B, but its principles can be described in356

the following manner.357

FIG. 4. Schematic of spontaneous imbibition in an n-capillary sys-
tem where the capillaries are positioned randomly. The capillaries in
the arrangement are denoted by C1,C2, · · ·Cn. The capillary radii are
denoted as ra,rb,rc, · · ·, and the corresponding imbibition distances
at time t are denoted by za(t),zb(t),zc(t), · · ·.

First, the algorithm searches for the capillary of largest ra-358

dius in the arbitrary arrangement, whose meniscus position is359

za at a given time; it is denoted Ci in Fig. 4, where the capil-360

laries in the order of arrangement are denoted from C1 to Cn.361

The pressure drop in the region 0< z< za is determined for all362

the capillaries and the algorithm then considers two regions:363

the ‘top region’ consisting of the capillaries C1 to C(i−1) and364

the ‘bottom region’ consisting of the capillaries C(i+1) to Cn365

(see Fig. 4). The largest radius capillaries in each of these366

two regions are determined and the pressure drop in the re-367

spective regions are determined for sections za < z < zb and368

za < z < zc. Now, each of these two regions is further divided369

into two subregions each, i.e., containing the capillaires C1 to370

C( j−1) on the one hand and C( j+1) to C(i−1) on the other hand371

in the ‘top region’, and C(i+1) to C(k−1) on the one hand and372

C(k+1) to Cn on the other hand in the ‘bottom region’. The373

pressure drops are determined in each of the subregions. This374

procedure is then performed recursively until the algorithm375

has identified the pressure drop in each of the sections for ev-376

ery capillary. It can then formulate the governing equations,377

which are consequently solved to obtain the advancement of378

all menisci as a function of time.379

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS380

We first explore the imbibition of a system of four interact-381

ing capillaries, followed by the imbibition in a system consist-382

ing of 20 capillaries.383

A. Interacting four-capillary system384

In section II A,we have anticipated that, in an ordered ar-385

rangement, the meniscus in the capillary of smallest radius, δ ,386

will always lead, followed by the capillary of second small-387

est radius, γ , as shown in Fig. 2, while the meniscus in the388

capillary α always lags behind. Solving the governing equa-389

tions for this arrangement, we always get the same trend, i.e.,390

zα(t) < zβ (t) < zγ(t) < zδ (t) for the imbibed lengths in the391

capillaries at any given time during the imbibition process.392

However, 4!/2 = 12 arrangements are possible for an inter-393

acting four-capillary system, for any given 4 radii of the cap-394

illaries. In section II B we chose one arrangement βγαδ and395

anticipated 3 cases of different relative positioning of menisci.396

The possibility of occurrence of these 3 cases depends upon397

the radii contrast in the capillaries. A change in radii contrast398

changes the pressure fields in the capillaries, which governs399

the menisci positions. Each of the 3 cases shown in Fig. 3400

are shown in Fig. 5 (a), (c), (e). Solving Eqs. (9) to (12) over401

non-dimensional times, we show in Fig. 5 (b), (d), (f), how402

the relative positions of the plots of Zβ , Zγ , Zδ as a function403

of time change when the contrast in the radii of capillaries404

are changed according to the three configurations addressed405

in Fig. 5 (a), (c), (e).406407408

We now consider two other random arrangements γδαβ409

and γαβδ , which are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.410

In these figures, we show the schematic of the menisci loca-411

tions at a given time during imbibition in (a), (c), (e). The412

corresponding time evolution of the positions of menisci in413
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FIG. 5. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting capillaries which are positioned with respect to each other according to the
arrangement βγαδ , for three different contrasts in capillary radii. (a), (c), (e) represent the schematics of possible imbibition behavior at a
given time t. The distribution of radii predicting the imbibtion phenomenon are indicated in the plots (b), (d) and (f). The non-dimensional
times at which the leading meniscus reaches the outlet end of the interacting capillary system (Tbt) for the cases (b), (d) and (f) are 0.43, 0.40
and 0.39, respectively.

FIG. 6. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting capillaries, spatially arranged as γδαβ . Depending upon the contrasts in
capillary radii, at a given time, the relative positions of the menisci vary. (a), (c), (e) represent the schematics of possible imbibition behavior.
The non-dimensional meniscus positions and the radii contrasts corresponding to the schematics of (a), (c), (e) are shown in (b), (d), (f)
respectively, as a function of the non-dimensional time. The times at which the invading fluid reaches the outlet end (Tbt) for the cases (b), (d)
and (f) are 0.38, 0.40 and 0.39, respectively.

the four capillaries are shown in (b),(d),(f). Each of these fig-414

ures shows that the contrast in the capillary radii, for a given415

arrangement, impacts the relative positions of the menisci at416

any given time. Conversely, in Figs. 5(f), 6(d), and 7(b), the417418

radii of the capillaries in the interacting capillary system are419

identical but the arrangements of the capillaries are different.420

For the arrangement βγαδ shown in Fig. 5(f), the menisci421

positions are ordered according to Zγ > Zβ > Zδ > Zα while422

for the arrangement γδαβ shown in Fig. 6(d) the menisci po-423

sitions are ordered according to Zδ > Zβ > Zγ > Zα and for424

the arrangement γαβδ shown in Fig. 7(b), the menisci posi-425

tions are ordered according to Zδ > Zγ > Zβ > Zα . Hence,426

for an interacting multi-capillary system, both the contrast427

in capillary radii and their arrangement are crucial in deter-428

mining the imbibition behavior. The non-dimensional time at429

which the imbibing fluid first breaks through or reaches the430

non-dimensional length 1 in one of the interacting capillaries,431

and the radius of the capillary through which the breakthrough432

occurs, are impacted accordingly, as reported in the captions433

of Fig. 5, 6 and 7. Note that in Figs. 5, 6, 7, the schematics434

presented in (a), (c) and (e) are not necessarily to scale, either435

for the capillaries’ radii (indicated in the legends of (b), (d)436

and (f)) or for the imbibition lengths.437

We further illustrate the imbibition phenomenon in a sys-438

tem of four interacting capillaries for three arrangements out439

of the 12 possible arrangements in Fig. 8. The radii of the440

capillaries are rα = 80 m, rβ = 60 m, rγ = 40 m, and rδ = 20441

m for all the arrangements. In Fig. 8(a), where the capillaries442

are in the ordered arrangement (αβγδ ), the leading menis-443

cus is in the capillary with the smallest radius (δ ). For the444
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FIG. 7. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting capillaries, spatially arranged as γαβδ . Depending upon the contrasts in
capillary radii, at a given time, the relative positions of the menisci vary. (a), (c), (e) represent the schematics of possible imbibition behavior.
The non-dimensional meniscus positions and the radii contrasts corresponding to the schematics of (a), (c), (e) are shown in (b), (d), (f)
respectively, as a function of the non-dimensional time. The times (Tbt) at which the invading fluid first reaches the outlet in any of the
capillaries are 0.38, 0.42 and 0.38 for the cases (b), (d) and (f) , respectively.
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FIG. 8. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting capillaries of radii rα = 80 m, rβ = 60 m, rγ = 40 m and rδ = 20 m. The
non-dimensional positions of the four meniscii are shown as functions of the non-dimensional time for three of the 12 possible arrangements
(a) αβγδ , (b) γβαδ , and (c) αδβγ are shown. The relative position of the menisci with time and the breakthrough time depend upon the
arrangement of the capillaries, for a given contrast in the radii.

same contrast in radii and the arrangement γβαδ (Fig. 8(b)),445

the leading meniscus is in capillary γ . For arrangement αδβγ446

shown in Fig. 8(c), the menisci in capillaries γ and δ travel447

at the same velocity at all times. It can also be observed448

from Fig. 8 that the breakthrough times change with the ar-449

rangement of the capillaries; while the breakthrough for the450

ordered arrangement (Fig. 8(a)) occurs at T = 0.33, for the451

other two other arrangements shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), the452

breakthrough occurs at T = 0.40. Similar plots are shown for453

all 12 possible arrangements in Fig. C.1 of Appendix C; all454

the arrangements are found to have breakthrough times in the455

range T = 0.33 to T = 0.40. For a wetting fluid of viscos-456

ity 10−3 Pa·s and surface tension of 73X10−3 N/m impreg-457

nating the empty capillary system of length 1 m and with a458

maximum capillary radius of 80 m, the non-dimensional time459

corresponding to T = 0.01 is 6.84 s, so the breakthrough for460

the arrangements shown in Fig. 8 occurs between 225.7 s and461

273.6 s. Hence, for the four-capillary system, we can summa-462

rize that the arrangement of the capillaries and the contrasts in463

capillary radii significantly affect the breakthrough time and464

the index of the capillary through which breakthrough occurs.465

B. System consisting of 20 interacting capillaries466

From the above analysis, we see that for any interact-467

ing multi-capillary system, the capillary having the leading468

meniscus and the breakthrough time both depend on the con-469

trast in the capillary radii and on the spatial arrangement of470

capillaries. We now use the generalized model to predict im-471

bibition in a system consisting of n = 20 interacting capillar-472

ies, focusing on the impact of the arrangement. We assume473

no spatial correlations in the capillaries’ radii. The number474

of different arrangements for n = 20 is 20!/2 = 1.216×1018.475

We run the generalized model on 1000 random arrangements476

for capillaries whose radius distribution is uniform between477

10 m (minimum radius) and 200 m (maximum radius).478

We show in Fig. 9(a), the imbibition length in the capillar-479
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FIG. 9. Spontaneous imbibition in 7 systems of twenty interacting capillaries with identical radii but different spatial arrangements: 6 random
arrangements and one ordered arrangement. (a) radii vs. imbibition length at T = 0.2; (b) radii vs. imbibition length at breakthrough time,
T = Tbt, (c) saturation vs. longitudinal position at T = 0.2 and T = 0.3, (d) saturation vs. longitudinal position at breakthrough time, T = Tbt.

ies vs the radii of the capillaries at the non-dimensional time480

T = 0.2 for 6 random arrangements (denoted arr1, arr2, arr3,481

arr4, arr5 and arr6 in the figure), and the ordered arrange-482

ment (denoted ordered in the figure). We have chosen the483

6 random arrangements such that the disparity in the break-484

through time and the capillary radius through which the break-485

through occurs can be observed for the given radii contrast of486

the capillaries. We see from Fig. 9(a) that, at T = 0.2, the487

capillary having the leading meniscus is different for different488

arrangements and the menisci positions in the capillaries are489

also dependent on the arrangement. For instance, at T = 0.2,490

the meniscus in the capillary of radius 10 m (smallest ra-491

dius) has traveled a non-dimensional length of 0.79 for the or-492

dered arrangement, whereas for random arrangement number493

1, the non-dimensional length invaded in the smallest capil-494

lary is 0.51. In Fig. 9(b), we illustrate the relationship between495

the radii and the imbibition length in all capillaries at break-496

through time. The breakthrough time for different arrange-497

ments is given in the legend of the arrangement in Fig. 9(b).498

Breakthrough in the systems of 20 interacting capillaries oc-499

curs through different capillaries and at different times for the500

6 random arrangements and the ordered arrangement.501

The saturation at a given imbibition length Z can be defined502

as the ratio of the cross-sectional area occupied by the imbib-503

ing fluid at Z to the total cross-sectional area of the capillary504

system , i.e., (∑
n f
j=1 r2

f )/∑
n
i=1 r2

i , where n f (Z) is the number of505

capillaries filled by the imbibing fluid at Z, and the indices j506

refer to all such capillaries. The plot of saturation vs. longi-507

tudinal position is shown in Fig. 9(c) at T = 0.2 and T = 0.3,508

for all the 7 spatial arrangements. These saturation profiles509

of the interacting capillary system depend significantly on the510

arrangement of the capillaries. For example, at T = 0.3, the511

saturation at Z = 0.7 is 0.43 for the random arrangement num-512

ber 3, and 0.35 for the ordered arrangement as indicated in513

Fig. 9(c).514

In Fig. 9(d) we show how saturation varies with the longi-515

tudinal position at breakthrough time for the 7 arrangements.516

The amount of non-wetting fluid displaced at the time of517

breakthrough is different between the different arrangements.518

We also observe from Fig. 9(a) that the random arrangements519

where the leading meniscus is in a capillary of larger radius,520

will have a longer breakthrough time as shown in Fig. 9(b).521

This will also cause the saturation of the random arrangement522

to be larger at the breakthrough time, which can be observed523

in Fig. 9(d).524

However, since the contrast in the radii of the capillar-525

ies is identical for all arrangements, the effective capillary526

suction causing the imbibition phenomenon is also identical527

in all cases. Therefore, at a given time T , the global wet-528

ting fluid saturation in the interacting capillary system will529

be the same for all arrangements, which is determined as530

S = ∑
n
i=1 r2

i Zi/∑
n
i=1 r2

i . The fraction of the interacting capil-531

lary system occupied with the imbibing phase at T = 0.2 is532

0.55 and at T = 0.3, S is 0.67 for all the 7 arrangements. But533

this is only applicable until breakthrough occurs in one of the534

arrangements.535
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FIG. 10. Radii of the capillaries in which breakthrough occurs vs.
breakthrough time in 1000 randomly-chosen arrangements of a sys-
tem of 20 interacting capillaries with radii uniformly distributed be-
tween 10 and 200 m (the upper boundary of the vertical scale is thus
chosen to 200 m). The shortest breakthrough time is observed in the
ordered arrangement, at T = 0.31, and the maximum observed break-
through time is T = 0.42. The largest radius of a capillary through
which breakthrough occurs is 100 m while the smallest one is 10 m.

In Fig. 10 we have plotted the radius of the capillary having536

the leading meniscus vs. the breakthrough time for the 1000537

randomly chosen arrangements, assumed to be representative538

of the entire statistics. We see that when a wetting fluid of539

viscosity of 10−3 Pa·s and surface tension of 73X10−3 N/m540

imbibes a twenty-capillary system of length 1 m and maxi-541

mum capillary radius of 200 m, the non-dimensional time of542

T = 0.01 corresponds to 2.73 s. If such a wetting fluid were543

considered to imbibe into this interacting capillary system, the544

breakthrough which occurs between T = 0.31 and T = 0.42545

corresponds to the dimensional times of 84.63 s and 114.66 s.546

Therefore, for the same contrast in capillary radii, the maxi-547

mum and minimum breakthrough time are approximately 30548

s apart, indicating that the breakthrough time significantly de-549

pends on the arrangement of the capillaries. It can also be550

observed from Fig. 10 that breakthrough in an ordered multi-551

capillary system occurs through the capillary of smallest ra-552

dius at T = 0.31, which is the smallest breakthrough time as553

compared to other arrangements. Fig 10 also shows that the554

largest radius of a capillary through which breakthrough oc-555

curs is as large as 100 m, while the minimum radius of the556

capillary through which breakthrough occurs is 10 m. For557

arrangement number 6 (+ symbols), the leading meniscus558

is in the 100 m radius capillary and breakthrough occurs at559

Tbt = 0.42 as shown in Fig. 9(b). From Fig. 10, we also see560

that, when breakthrough occurs through the smallest radius561

capillary, the breakthrough time may vary between T = 0.31562

and T = 0.41, and the total volume fraction of the interact-563

ing capillary system occupied by the invading phase can lie564

between 0.69 and 0.79. In contrast, if breakthrough occurs565

through the capillary of radius 70 m, the breakthrough time566

lies between T = 0.38 and T = 0.42 and the total volume frac-567

tion imbibed by the wetting phase lies between 0.76 and 0.8.568

C. Discussion569

We now compare the predictions of our analytical model of570

interacting capillaries to those of the standard capillary bundle571

model, and discuss how the predictions of our model compare572

to experimental measurements in quasi-2D porous media. We573

use our model within a stochastic approach, that is, for a given574

number n of capillaries of known radii we consider the aver-575

age behavior of all m = n!/2 different spatial arrangements of576

the capillaries. When m is too large to be tractable even for577

our very fast semi-analytical model (for example for n = 20,578

m > 1.211018), we consider the average behavior of a suf-579

ficiently large subsample of R < m randomly-chosen spatial580

arrangements.581

1. Confronting predictions from the classic (non-interacting)582

capillary bundle to our model583

We show the spatial saturation profile for the classic capil-584

lary bundle model with n = 20 capillaries at three different585

times (T = 0.1, T = 0.3 and T = Tbt = 0.5) in Fig 11(a),586

and the average spatial saturation profile for 1000 randomly-587

chosen different spatial arrangements, for a system of 20 in-588

teracting capillaries (as predicted by our model) at the same589

three times in Fig 11(b). Note that the number of spatial ar-590

rangements was chosen after a convergence study which we591

present in Appendix D (see in particular Fig. D.1).592

The capillary radii are identical in the two cases. For non-593

interacting capillaries, by non dimensionalizing the Wash-594

burn’s law, z2
i = (Pcir2

i /4µ)t, we obtain595

Z2
i = 2εiλ

2
i T, (15)

where Zi = zi/L is the non-dimensional length imbibed in596

the capillary of radius ri and L is the total length of the597

capillary system. The time is non-dimensionalised as T =598

t(Pcα r2
α)/(8µL2). In Eq. (15), ε = Pci/Pcα and λi = ri/rα ,599

where Pcα and rα are respectively the capillary pressure and600

radius of the widest capillary (200 m). The maximum value601

of εi and λi are 1, which occurs for the largest radius capillary.602

For all other capillaries εi and λi are always smaller than 1.603

As discussed previously, in the classic capillary bundle604

model, imbibition follows Washburn’s diffusive dynamics and605

therefore the invaded length is the largest in the capillary of606

largest radius. As illustrated in Fig. 11(a), due to the large607

cross-section area of that widest capillary, it contributes to a608

large fraction of the cross-sectional saturation for the bundle-609

of tubes model. On the contrary, in our interacting-capillary610

system, the largest radius capillary always has the least ad-611

vanced meniscus, at any time. Consequently, the break-612

through time for the capillary bundle model is 136.5 s (at613

T = 0.5), at which the fractional volume occupied by the614

invading fluid is 0.86. This is considerably larger than the615

breakthrough time for interacting capillary systems, which oc-616

curs between 84.63 s and 114.66 s (between T = 0.31 and617

T = 0.42), depending on the configuration, and the fractional618

volumes occupied by the imbibing fluid across the 1000 ar-619

rangements lie between 0.69 and 0.79. In Fig. 11(b), we show620
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FIG. 11. (a) Spatial saturation profile during spontaneous imbibition in a bundle-of-tubes consisting of twenty non-interacting capillaries at
T = 0.1, T = 0.3, and T = Tbt = 0.5. (b) Average spatial saturation profile for 1000 different spatial arrangements of the system consisting of
twenty interacting capillaries of identical radii as in (a), at T = 0.1, T = 0.3, T = Tbt.

the averaged saturation values along the length of the capil-621

lary system for all the 1000 arrangements of the twenty in-622

teracting capillary system at non-dimensional times T = 0.1,623

0.2 and at breakthrough, i.e., Tbt. We see from fig. 11(b) that624

the standard deviation across the arrangements is due to the625

difference in the relative positioning of the menisci resulting626

from the spatial arrangement of the capillaries.627

For instance, the leading meniscus for an orderly arranged628

interacting capillary system is in the smallest radius capillary629

and we know that the fraction of saturation contributed by630

the smallest radius capillary is small. For the arrangement631

2 shown in Fig. 9, the leading meniscus is in the capillary632

of radius 100 m. In the capillary bundle model, the cross-633

section area of the leading capillary (200m) is 13.93% of the634

total cross-section area, whereas for the ordered arrangement635

and the arrangement number 2, the respective cross-section636

area of the leading meniscus capillaries are 0.03% and 3.43%.637

Consequently, as shown by Fig. 11(b), the cross-sectional sat-638

uration decreases gradually with longitudinal position for the639

classic capillary bundle model, while in the case of interact-640

ing capillaries a steep decrease is observed already at small641

longitudinal positions. Fig. 11(b) also shows that the standard642

deviation in saturation from the average across the 1000 ar-643

rangements at T = 0.1 and T = 0.2, which is as high as 0.2644

at Z = 0.59 and 0.69, respectively; whereas for T = Tbt, it645

is 0.18 at Z = 0.76. In real two-dimensional porous media646

where the spatial arrangement of pores may vary, the interact-647

ing capillaries model will be more helpful in predicting the ac-648

curate imbibition behaviour than the classic capillary bundle649

model. The saturation of the porous medium with length and650

the breakthrough time significantly differ for the classic (non-651

interacting) capilary bundle and for the different arrangements652

of the interacting multi-capillary system, although the contrast653

in the radii of the capillaries is the same.654

2. Confronting predictions from the model to experimental655

measurements from previous studies656

The spatial profiles of saturation for the interacting multi-657

capillary system are consistent with observations of imbibi-658

tion phenomena in quasi-2D porous media described by Dong659

et al., Ding et al., Debbabi et al., and Akbari et al.,48,66–68.660

In real porous media, the imbibing fluid saturation decreases661

gradually with longitudinal position, similarly to the trend662

shown by the interacting multi-capillary system. It was also663

previously described that the lagging macroscopic front is664

mostly responsible for the saturation of a porous medium47,665

which is in good agreement with the saturation profile an-666

ticipated by the interacting multi-capillary system, as shown667

in Fig. 11(b). The saturation profile for the (classic) non-668

interacting capillary bundle (Fig. 11a) predicts that the large669

pores are responsible for the leading macroscopic front and670

the saturation of the porous medium, which is contrary to the671

interacting capillaries model (shown in Fig. 11(a)) and the672

experimental observations in real porous media.47,54,62,69,70.673

Furthermore, in the following we compare the predictions674

of our model to two data sets from the literature, both taken675

from Ref.47.676

a. Two capillary system: We first compare our model677

predictions to measurements performed on a system of two678

capillaries consisting of a thread positioned inside a cylindri-679

cal tube. The time evolution of the menisci position squared,680

as predicted by our model, compares well with the experi-681

mental observations for both capillaries (Fig. 12). The ra-682

dius of the large capillary was rα = 300 m, that of the683

thread rβ = 170 m. From the experimental data47, the value684

of (Pcα r2
α)/(8µL2) is 0.0108 s−1, which is used to non-685

dimensionalize time in Fig. 12. The predictions from the clas-686

sic (non-interacting) capillary bundle model (Eq. 15) are also687

shown in the inset of Fig. 12 for comparison. The imbibition688

in the wider capillary is little impacted by the imbibition in the689

(much) narrower capillary, so that the prediction of the non-690

interacting capillary bundle for the wider capillary are similar691
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to the experimental data; however the non-interacting capil-692

lary bundle underestimates the advancement of the meniscus693

in the narrower capillary (the thread) by a factor 5.694

FIG. 12. Imbibition in a system of two interacting capillaries hav-
ing radii rα = 300 m and rβ = 170 m. Predictions from our semi-
analytical model (solid lines) compare well to the data (symbols) of
Bico and Quéré47. The inset of the figure shows the same compar-
ison for predictions of the classic (non-interacting) capillary bundle
model (solid lines), obtained through Eq. 15, which underestimates
the advancement Zβ of the meniscus in the narrower capillary (red
line) by a factor 5.
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FIG. 13. Dependence of the square of the non-dimensional imbibi-
tion length on non-dimensional time. The experimental findings of
Bico and Quéré47 are shown with red squares (for leading front) and
black triangles (for lagging front). The predictions of our model for
two different samplings (6 and 12 interacting capillaries) of the uni-
form pore size distribution are shown with lines, respectively orange
and dashed (for n= 6) or purple and solid (for n= 11) for the leading
front, and thick, gray and dashed (for n = 6) or black and dashed for
the lagging front. The results from the classic, non-interacting capil-
lary bundle are presented for comparison for the leading front (green
long-dashed line) and lagging fronts (green dashed line).

b. Imbibition in a paper filter: Bico and Quéré47 also697

performed experiments in which a silicone oil of viscosity698

16 · 10−3 Pa.s and surface tension 20.6 · 10−3 N/m sponta-699

neously imbibes into a Whatman grade 4 filter paper, which700

has pore diameters in the range 20 to 25 m. They observed701

that the microscopic front propagating in small pores trav-702

els ahead of the saturating macroscopic front in large pores,703

again in contradiction to the predictions of the classic non-704

interacting capillary bundle model. In Fig. 13, we show705

a comparison of the experimental observations from these706

authors47 (shown as symbols in the figure) with predictions707

of our model (shown as lines in the figure). Two capillary708

systems were simulated with our model, corresponding to two709

ways of sampling the pore size PDF (probability density func-710

tion) of the paper filter: having no information on the func-711

tional form of that PDF, we assumed that it was uniform and712

sampled it first with n = 6 interacting capillaries of radii 10,713

10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, and 12.5 m; we then performed a second714

calculation with a sampling twice finer, i.e., with n = 11 inter-715

acting capillaries of radii 10, 10.25, 10.5, 10.75, 11, 11.25,716

11.5, 11.75, 12, 12.25 and 12.5 m. For n = 6 the non-717

dimensional leading front position was defined as the average718

of the positions of the two more advanced menisci, whereas719

that of the lagging front was defined as the average of the two720

less advanced menisci. For n= 11, a similar method was used,721

but involving the average of the 3 more advanced menisci po-722

sitions for the leading front and that of the 3 less advanced723

menisci positions for the lagging front. A statistics of R = 360724

arrangements (i.e., all possible arrangements) was chosen for725

n= 6, whereas for n= 11 we used R= 1000 randomly-chosen726

arrangements within more than 19.9 millions of different pos-727

sible arrangements. The confidence interval defined from the728

standard deviations over the statistics is also shown in Fig. 13729

as thin orange lines for the leading front computed with n = 6;730

for the lagging front the standard deviations are so small that731

they would be hardly visible, so we did not plot the corre-732

sponding confidence interval.733

The predictions of our model for n = 6 and n = 11 are very734

similar to each other, especially for the leading front, which735

is a good test of consistency for the method. Indeed, it means736

that changing the sampling resolution for a given pore size dis-737

tribution does not impact the predictions. Furthermore, these738

predictions appear to be quite consistent with the experimen-739

tal data, for both the leading and lagging front. In other words,740

they exhibit the same Washburn-like dynamics as both the ex-741

perimental leading front (at all times) and lagging front (for742

T ≤ 0.3 at least), with the same proportionality factors be-743

tween Z2 and T (i.e., the slope in the plots) . On the contrary,744

the predictions of the classic (non-interacting) capillary bun-745

dle, also shown in Fig 13 (as green dashed lines) are shown to746

be much less efficient at predicting the proportionality factor,747

especially the leading front; in addition they predict a leading748

front occupying the largest capillaries and a lagging front oc-749

cupying the smallest ones, in contradiction to the experimental750

observations and to the predictions from our model.751

Note that to non-dimensionalize the time in Fig. 13 we have752

relied on the observation by Bico and Quéré that most of the753

wetting fluid is carried by the lagging front (which they term754

macroscopic front). Adopting a macroscopic point of view,755

one can assume that the Darcy law holds at any time across756
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the porous medium’s length, with a pressure gradient that is757

Pceff/z, Pceff being a constant effective capillary pressure de-758

fined for the entire medium. Then the Darcy law reads759

dz
dt

=
K
µ

Pceff

z
, leading to z2 =

2PceffK
µ

t , (16)

where K is the medium’s permeability and we have assumed760

that at time t = 0 no wetting fluid has yet invaded the medium.761

If we choose to non-dimensionalize time by the character-762

iztic time (µL2)/(PceffK), we obtain from Eq. (16) the non-763

dimensional equation Z2 = 2T . Since, according to Bico764

and Quéré’s observation mentioned above, it is the lagging765

(macroscopic) front that carries most of the interface between766

the two fluids, Eq. 16, and therefore its non-dimensional coun-767

terpart, can be assumed to describe the behavior of the lag-768

ging front. From the experimental data for the lagging front,769

(PceffK)/(µL2) is measured to be 9.7 · 10−5 s−1, which we770

thus use to non-dimensionalize all plots in Fig. 13. The de-771

pendence of Z2 on T for the lagging (macroscopic) front then772

has a slope 2 (as shown by the dotted gray line in Fig. 13),773

while that for the leading (microscopic) front exhibits a larger774

imbibition rate, with a slope 2.67 (as shown by the orange775

dotted line in Fig. 13).776

IV. CONCLUSIONS777

In conclusion, we investigated spontaneous imbibition of a778

wetting fluid in a randomly arranged planar system of inter-779

acting capillaries. This generalized model can predict the im-780

bibition behavior for all the n!/2 possible arrangements of an781

interacting n-capillary system. It is inspired from a previous782

work on stratified geological formations, with planar layers783

instead of cylindrical capillaries.784

Using an interacting capillary system containing 4 capillar-785

ies, we showed that the imbibition dynamics depends signifi-786

cantly on the arrangement of the capillaries within the capil-787

lary system, for a given distribution of the capillary radii. Sim-788

ilarly, the dynamics are affected by that distribution for a given789

arrangement of the capillaries. Furthermore, we showed that790

the arrangement and radii distribution of the capillaries jointly791

control the relative menisci’s locations, the breakthrough time,792

and which capillary carries the leading meniscus. The cross-793

sectional saturation of the impregnating fluid along the length794

of the capillary system also changes with a change in the ar-795

rangement of the capillaries. However, the total capillary pres-796

sure driving the flow is identical for all arrangements, there-797

fore, the overall volume fraction occupied by the invading798

fluid (i.e, the global saturation of the wetting fluid) at a given799

time remains the same across all arrangements, until break-800

through occurs in one of the arrangements.801

Similarly, considering 1000 randomly-chosen different ar-802

rangements of an interacting twenty-capillary system having a803

uniform distribution of radii between 10 m and 200 m, we ob-804

served that, depending on the arrangement of the capillaries,805

the leading meniscus can be in any of the capillaries whose806

radii are between 10 m and 100 m, and the non-dimensional807

breakthrough time lies between Tbt = 0.31 and Tbt = 0.42.808

The dynamics of spontaneous imbibition as predicted by809

this new model is significantly different from that predicted by810

the classic bundle of non-interactive capillaries (or tubes), for811

which the leading meniscus is always in the largest radius cap-812

illary. For the interacting multi-capillary system mentioned813

above, on the contrary, the leading meniscus can be in any814

of the capillaries having radii between 10 m and 100 m. We815

observed that the breakthrough occurs earlier than in the clas-816

sic capillary bundle, where it occurs at non-dimensional time817

Tbt = 0.5 for the aforementioned 20-capillary-system, to be818

compared to the 0.31–0.42 range for the 20-capillary-system819

mentioned above. Furthermore, for this system the saturation820

at breakthrough time falls in the range 0.69–0.79, whereas for821

the classic capillary bundle it is equal to 0.86. The dependence822

of the saturation as a function of the longitudinal position are823

also shows a stark contrast between the predictions of the clas-824

sic capillary bundle and the average behavior of the 1000 ar-825

rangements of interacting capillaries. Indeed, the interacting826

capillary system shows a steep decrease in the saturation with827

length as compared to the classic capillary bundle. Addition-828

ally, the interacting multi-capillary system shows that the spa-829

tial arrangement of the capillaries may cause significantly dif-830

ferent saturation values at a given longitudinal position.831

So, how is this model consisting of a planar bundle of inter-832

acting capillaries to be used to predict spontaneous imbibition833

in quasi-two-dimensional porous media whose pore size dis-834

tribution is known? We propose to use a stochastic approach,835

i.e., to consider the average behavior between a large number836

of randomly-picked spatial arrangements of the capillary di-837

ameters, the distribution of these diameters being equal to the838

pore size distribution of the real porous medium. We tested839

that method against data from the literature. Firstly, qualita-840

tive observations relative to which ranges of pore sizes mainly841

contribute to the leading and lagging fronts of the imbibition842

interface, and to the longitudinal saturation profile, are consis-843

tent between experiments from the literature and the predic-844

tions of our model. Secondly, to validate the model’s quanti-845

tative predictive capacity, we compared its predictions to im-846

bibition measurements in filter paper, performed by Bico and847

Quéré47. The model predicts that the visible leading front is848

carried by smaller pores and that the bulk saturating front re-849

sponsible for most of the fluid mass invasion is the lagging850

front carried by larger pores, which agrees very well with851

the experimental findings. The quantitative predictions for852

the positions in time of these two fronts, obtained from av-853

eraging over the statistics of randomly-chosen arrangements,854

agree well with the measurements.855

This generalized model for spontaneous imbibition in a pla-856

nar bundle of interacting capillaries, which is semi-analytical857

and runs extremely quickly, could be useful for fast as-858

sessment of one-dimensional imbibition dynamics in design-859

based porous media such as loop heat pipes, diagnostic860

devices and microfluidic devices, or in real porous media861

whose porosity structure can reasonably be considered two-862

dimensional, e.g., paper, thin porous media in general, or lay-863

ered aquifers.864

Prospects to this work include extending this approach to865

three-dimensional models by considering parallel capillaries,866
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the positions of whose axes in a transverse plane would be the867

nodes of a triangular grid.868
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Appendix A: Mathematical formulation for the system of four875

interacting capillaires876

In capillary α , for 0 < z < zα(t), the pressure drop is given877

by the Hagen-Poiseuille law as,878

P(zα(t), t)−P0 =−
8µzα(t)

r2
α

vα(t), (A1)

where µ is the imbibing fluid’s viscosity, vα(t) is the instanta-879

neous velocity of the wetting fluid in the capillary α , P0 is the880

inlet pressure and P(zα(t), t) is the pressure in the imbibing881

fluid at zα(t), as shown in Fig. 3. Since the pressure fields are882

identical in all capillaries for z < zα(t), the pressure gradient883

is the same in all capillaries , which from Eq. (A1) implies884

vα(t)
r2

α

=
vβ (t)

r2
β

=
vγ(t)

r2
γ

=
vδ (t)

r2
δ

, (A2)

where the index i (i = α,β ,γ,δ ) indicates quantities relative885

to the capillary of radius ri and vi(t) (i = α,β ,γ,δ ) is the ve-886

locity of the imbibing fluid for z < zα(t).887

The capillary pressure jump through the fluid-fluid interface888

is Pcα at zα(t), where some of the imbibing fluid transfers889

from the capillary α to other capillaries. The volumetric fluid890

transfer from the capillary α to the capillaries β and γ is dqα ,891

whereas the fluid transfer from the capillary α to the capillary892

δ is dq′α . The velocity of the advancing meniscus in capillary893

α , dzα/dt, is thus given by894

dzα

dt
= vα(t)−

dqα +dq′α
πr2

α

. (A3)

For zα(t)< z < zδ (t), the velocity of the fluid in capillary δ is895

similarly given by896

dzδ

dt
= vδ (t)+

dq′α
πr2

δ

, (A4)

so the pressure drop in the capillary δ between z = zα(t) and897

z = zδ (t) is898

P(zδ (t), t)−P(zα(t), t)

=−8µ(zδ (t)− zα(t))
r2

δ

(
vδ (t)+

dq′α
πr2

δ

)
. (A5)

At z = zδ (t), the pressure jump across the meniscus is Pcδ ,899

since the pressure in the non-wetting fluid is the atmospheric900

pressure.901

The capillaries β and γ are on the other side of the capillary902

α with respect to the capillary δ . As the capillary pressure903

jump of the capillary β is smaller than that in the capillary γ ,904

the meniscus in β lags behind that in γ . Hence, the imbibing905

fluid in these capillaries is continuous for zα(t) < z < zβ (t).906

Defining ω and (1−ω) as the fractions of dqα transferred907

respectively to β and γ , we can write an equation similar to908

Eq. (A4) for both β and α , where ωdqα and (1−ω)dqα ap-909

pear respectively as a differential velocity term arising from910

fluid transfer. Considering that the pressure field is the same911

in the capillaries β and γ for zα(t)< z < zβ (t), we then obtain912

in that z range:913

vβ (t)+
ωdqα

πr2
β

πr2
β

=
vγ(t)+

(1−ω)dqα

πr2
γ

πr2
γ

. (A6)

Combining Eq. (A2) and Eq. (A6), we then obtain the fraction914

ω from the capillaries’ radii: ω = r4
β
/(r4

β
+r4

γ ). Therefore, the915

pressure drop in capillaries β and γ for zα(t)< z < zβ (t) is916

P(zβ (t), t)−P(zα(t), t)

=−
8µ(zβ (t)− zα(t))

r2
β

(
vβ (t)+ω

dqα

Aβ

)
.

(A7)

At the meniscus in the capillary β , the capillary pressure jump917

is Pcβ and some of the impregnating fluid transfers from β918

to γ , which we assume to correspond to a differential flow919

rate dqβ . The velocity of the meniscus in the capillary β for920

z > zβ (t) is then921

dzβ

dt
= vβ (t)+ω

dqα

πr2
β

−
dqβ

πr2
β

. (A8)

Similarly, for z> zβ (t), the meniscus in the capillary γ trav-922

els with a velocity given by923

dzγ

dt
= vγ(t)+(1−ω)

dqα

πr2
γ

+
dqβ

πr2
γ

. (A9)

The pressure drop between z = zβ (t) and z = zγ(t) in capillary
γ is then given by,

P(zγ(t), t)− P(zβ (t), t) = −
8µ(zγ(t)− zβ (t))

r2
γ(

vγ(t) + (1− ω)
dqα

πr2
γ

+
dqβ

πr2
γ

)
.

(A10)

The pressure jump across the meniscus in each of the924

capillaries is given by the Young-Laplace equation64,65, i.e.,925

Eq. (2), from which it follows that926

P(zi, t)−P0 =−Pci =−
2σ cosθw

ri
, (A11)
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for i = α,β ,γ,δ . Note that the prefactor 2 is controlled by cir-927

cular cross-section of the tube, another geometry (e.g., square928

cross section) would yield a different prefactor. Eq. (A11) im-929

poses the total pressure drop within the impregnating wetting930

fluid in each of the capillaries. Substituting Eqs. (A3), (A4),931

(A8), (A9) in Eqs. (A1), (A5), (A7), (A10) respectively, we932

obtain the equations governing the flow in the interacting cap-933

illary system:934

Pcα =
8µzα(t)

r4
α + r4

β
+ r4

γ + r4
δ

(
r2

α

dzα

dt
+ r2

β

dzβ

dt
+ r2

γ

dzγ

dt
+ r2

δ

dzδ

dt

)
,

(A12)935

Pcδ −Pcα =
8µ(zδ (t)− zα(t))

r2
δ

(
dzδ

dt

)
, (A13)

936

Pcβ −Pcα =
8µ(zβ (t)− zα(t))

r4
β
+ r4

γ

(
r2

β

dzβ

dt
+ r2

γ

dzγ

dt

)
, (A14)

937

Pcγ −Pcβ =
8µ(zγ(t)− zβ (t))

r2
γ

(
dzγ

dt

)
. (A15)

Appendix B: Generalization of the model for an arbitrary938

number of capillaires939

The following step-by-step procedure must be followed:940

1. We initiate the model formulation by finding the largest941

radius capillary, Ci. The pressure field is identical in all942

capillaries for z < za(t), and the corresponding pressure943

gradient is related to the fluid velocity in each capillary944

by Hagen-Poiseuille’s law. Some of the invading fluid945

from capillary i transfers to other capillaries in the im-946

mediate vicinity of the meniscus position za(t).947

2. For z > za(t), the imbibing fluid in the capillaries C1 to948

C(i−1) is separated from the imbibing fluid in the capil-949

laries C(i+1) to Cn. We thus classify the capillaries on950

either sides of the capillary Ci in two regions, the cap-951

illaries C1 to C(i−1) in the first one, the capillaries from952

C(i+1) to Cn in another one. The fluid transfer from the953

capillary Ci is divided among the other capillaries ac-954

cording to their radii. If the fluid transfer to the ‘top955

region’ is dqt , the fraction of dqt flowing from capillary956

Ci to a capillary of radius rp would be r4
pdqt/∑

i−1
q=1(r

4
q).957

Similarly, for the ‘bottom region’, if dqb is the fluid958

transfer from Ci, the fractional flow in a capillary of959

radius rr will be r4
r dqb/∑

n
s=i+1(r

4
s ). This fluid trans-960

fer causes the flow rates to increase in capillaries C1 to961

C(i−1) and C(i+1) to Cn.962

3. The widest capillary among the capillaries C1 to C(i−1),963

C j is now identified. For za(t) < z < zb(t) the pres-964

sure field in the imbibing fluid is identical in capillaries965

C1 to C(i−1), and is related to the fluid velocity in each966

capillary by Hagen-Poiseuille’s law. In the vicinity of967

z = zb(t), some of the invading fluid transfers from C j968

to the capillaries C1 to C( j−1) and C( j+1) to C(i−1), which969

increases the flow rate in these capillaries.970

4. Similarly, the widest capillary among capilllary C(i+1)971

to Cn, which we denote Ck, is chosen. The pressure field972

is identical in the capillaries C(i+1) to Cn for za(t)< z <973

zc(t), and the pressure gradient is related to the fluid974

velocity in each of these capillaries from the Hagen-975

Poiseuille law. A z = zc(t), some of the fluid invad-976

ing Ck transfers into the capillaries C(i+1) to C(k−1) and977

C(k+1) to Cn, which increases the flow rate in in these978

capillaries.979

5. The impregnating fluids in the regions encompassing980

capillaries C1 to C( j−1) and C( j+1) to C(i−1) are sepa-981

rated by displaced fluid in capillary C j for z> z j. Again,982

the capillary of largest radius among the capillaries C1983

to C( j−1) is identified, as well as the capillary of largest984

radius among the capillaries C( j+1) to C(i−1). The simi-985

lar procedure previously explained for the pressure field986

and its relation to the fluid velocity is repeated for those987

two regions.988

6. The same procedure as explained in step 5. is performed989

in the regions encompassing capillaries C(i+1) to C(k−1)990

and C(k+1) to Cn.991

7. This is repeated in all the regions which have been de-992

fined in steps 1 to 5, and this in a recursive manner, un-993

til the entire bundle of interacting capillaries is divided994

into regions containing only one capillary each.995

8. The pressure jump across the meniscus in each of the996

capillaries is the corresponding Young-Laplace capil-997

lary pressure of that capillary. The n equations relat-998

ing the pressure drops to the velocities of the fluid-fluid999

interfaces are then solved to obtain the lengths impreg-1000

nated in each of the capillaries at the considered time1001

t.1002

Appendix C: Imbibition in all possible arrangements of a1003

system of four interacting capillaries1004

A four capillary system has 12 possible arrangements. For1005

a set of capillaries with radii rα = 80 m, rβ = 60 m, rγ = 401006

m and rδ = 20 m, we present in Fig. C.1 the time evolution1007

of the menisci’s positions in all four capillaries for all 12 ar-1008

rangements.10091010

We see from Fig. C.1 that the leading menis-1011

cus is in capillary δ for arrangements shown in1012

Fig. C.1(a),(b),(f),(g),(i),(j),(k),(l). For the arrangements1013

shown in Fig. C.1(c),(d), the leading meniscus is in γ . For1014

arrangements shown in Fig. C.1(e),(h), the capillaries γ and δ1015

impregnate the same distance with time. But the breakthrough1016

times are different for all the arrangements, varying from1017

T = 0.33 to T = 0.40. The minimal breakthrough time is1018

0.33, observed in arrangements (a), (g), (k) and (l) of Fig. C.1.1019
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FIG. C.1. Spontaneous imbibition in a system of four interacting capillaries of radii rα = 80 m, rβ = 60 m, rγ = 40 m and rδ = 20 m. The
non-dimensional positions of the four menisci are shown as a function of non-dimensional time for all the 12 possible arrangements in (a) to
(l). The arrangement, the ordering of the menisci locations, and the breakthrough times for each of the cases (a) to (l) are provided as legends
of the plots.

The breakthrough for all the arrangements shown in Fig. C.11020

occurs between 225.7 s and 273.6 s.1021

Appendix D: Convergence of the computations for a system1022

of 20 interacting capillaries1023

For the study of the bundle consisting of 20 interacting cap-1024

illaries, the convergence of the results as a function of the1025

number of randomly-chosen spatial arrangements was verified1026

in the following manner.1027

Three sets of R = 100, 1000 and 2000 randomly-chosen1028

arrangements were simulated independently, and their results1029

were compared with each other. Fig. D.1(a) shows the spa-1030

tial profile of wetting phase saturation at three different times1031

(T = 0.2, T = 0.3, T = Tbt), obtained as the average of the1032

spatial profiles for all R arrangements. Fig. D.1(b) shows1033

the standard deviation over the statistics of the spatial wetting1034

phase saturation profiles for the R arrangement, also at times1035

T = 0.2, T = 0.3, T = Tbt. Obviously the average behavior for10361037

1000 arrangements (in contrast to the case R = 100) cannot1038

be distinguished from that for 2000 arrangements, and even1039

the spatial profiles of the standard deviation over the statis-1040

tics are quite similar for the two cases. Therefore, we con-1041

sider R = 1000 to be a sufficiently large number of randomly-1042

chosen arrangements for the imbibition dynamics to be well1043

predicted in a system of 20 interacting capillaries.1044

1B. Xiao, J. Fan, and F. Ding, “Prediction of relative permeability of unsat-1045
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FIG. D.1. Convergence of the simulations for a system of 20 interacting capillaries, based on R = 100, 1000 and 2000 arrangements at T = 0.2,
T = 0.3, and T = Tbt (breakthrough time): (a) Mean saturation as a function of the longitudinal coordinate. (b) Standard deviation (SD) of the
statistics as a function of the longitudinal coordinate.
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